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(Angel speaking: ) I’m going to sand you down, fix you up, and smooth things for you. It’s not always 

the most popular tasks that I am called on to do. But like our Lord, King, and Master was good with 

woodworking while He had to ply His trade and task while on Earth, so have I learned the art of 

smoothing over difficult personality traits and making a person ready to be used in a new situations.  

When changes are needed and it would make it hard if the person themselves didn’t likewise 

change, then I’m called on. I know how to make a person want to behave and act differently and see 

the benefits of doing so.  

So lie down there now, like a carpenter places the wood on the workbench, and let us help you 

make the needed changes. It’s hard to see the need when you view things only with your own eye’s 

perspective. But I can help you see things from new angles that will give you a reason or two to 

make some adaptions—for your own sake as well as for others.  

I rub my hands all over you and smooth you out, first this way and then that way.  

I call for my assistant and co-worker, Mr. Perspective, and he does a great job at helping someone to 

change their view around and see things from new angles and perspectives. He works with a 

person’s mind and gives them the new visions that make them wish to make the needed changes. 

(Vision: I saw a vision of him working in the woodworking shop. He started out with a flat and 

roughly cut piece of wood, but it in the end it was a smooth round pillar shaped wood. Rounding me 

out, smoothing me over, and helping me to be like a pillar in the house of the Lord. It was almost like 

his hands were sandpaper, rather than smooth skin on the palms and fingers. They were like 

sandpaper and he would rub them all around this round wooden beam or pillar or post. He was 

smoothing it.) 

 (Angel continues speaking: ) Darling, I see some things that will make it hard for you and [others] if 

you are to keep going unchecked. So we are here to help you make a few adjustments. 

*Be open to new ideas, as if it’s something you never thought of and are welcoming new thoughts—

rather than as if you do have your mind made up. Not that every idea is good, but your way of being 

is what needs adjusting. Freely let people share thoughts and ideas with you. 

*Smile more. It’s a weapon for the light. The dark side’s weapon is frowning and bringing others 

down. Fight with light. Fight with smiles. It’s not all bad. God is winning, remember? He’s winning so 

big all over the place it’s freaking the slime out of satan and he can’t help but spraying it 

everywhere, as he is running and being scattered. The light is coming and it’s chasing him away, and 

leaving paths of slime everywhere.  

It’s not that there are so many of them, but they are frantically running trying to get away, and that 

is why you see so many slimy trails. They keep trying to get away, but they can’t. They’ve been 

exposed too much.  

(Jesus speaking: ) You are a child of light, and like “black light” shows up the white, so do you notice 

the light, not the dark. Sometimes I do use a bit of darkness around you to get you to shine out. But 

smile because you notice and know the good that I am doing and working everywhere. It’s really 

exciting! 

 


